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FAQ 

 When is the best time to see northern lights - Aurora Borealis?  Yellowknife is one of the best 
places to see northern lights (aurora borealis) from mid of August until end of April to experience ultimate 
aurora borealis thrill. Summer time isn't a good time to see aurora borealis in Yellowknife due to 24 
hours day light pollution from the sun that makes it difficult to see aurora activity. Yellowknife nights 
return around mid August making it ideal conditions to see northern lights activity. 

 What if I don't get to see northern lights on tour, do i get refund?  We hope all clients get to 
experience this natural phenomenon; however, since aurora is a natural occurrence that can't be 
guaranteed for increased chances to see aurora we recommend to book at least 3 nights. Statistics for 
Yellowknife have proven that out of three nights your chances of seeing aurora is increased by over 90% 
chances. Meaning that at least one night of 3 nights you can get to experience this natural phenomenon. 

 What is the difference between aurora hunting and viewing?  Aurora viewing is held at single 
place for the entire tour the viewing places ranges from cabin, lodge or tee-pee tents. On aurora hunting 
tour you visit several viewing places that includes, Territorial parks, lakes, ice roads and secluded 
wilderness per night and night itinerary is determined by driver/guide or customized to client’s 
satisfaction. 

 Is the aurora forecast accurate?  First we have to understand how aurora forecast works. Aurora 
forecast is scientific measurement in Kp index system for aurora strength. It goes from 0 to 9, 0 being 
very weak and 9 being a major geomagnetic storm with strong aurora. So when you're looking at the 
aurora forecast page, you want to see high Kp numbers. The higher the better. Anything above Kp4 is 
classed as a geomagnetic storm. Aurora forecast will only give you guidance of aurora activity. To get 
the most accurate reading in addition to forecast reading, several factors have to be considered that 
includes in simple weather and clouds movement. A good aurora hunter like us will be able to compute 
all that information for you for better aurora prediction on the tour. 

 Where do you take us for aurora tours? Our aurora hunting tours takes you multiple viewing places, 
so you don't have to worry about waiting for aurora at one place through out your itinerary. 

 Who is going to pick me up from the airport?  Our guide will pick you up at the airport. Upon arrival 
at the airport please look for our staff holding welcome sign with our company name and logo. 

 What time does aurora starts? Our aurora tours pick up times varies depending with the season and 
month August pick times starts at 11:00pm. September, October, March and April pick up times starts 
at 10:00pm. November, December, January and February pick times starts at 9:00pm. 

 What time do I have to arrive in Yellowknife to make it for aurora tour?  We recommend booking 
flight that arrive before 7:00pm even earlier in winter season where flights to Yellowknife are frequently 
delayed or cancelled due to weather. 

 How long is aurora tour?  Aurora tours are four hours. In some occasions we go title beyond four 
hours when aurora is very active or when the aurora hunter is far away from the city. 

 Do you provide winter clothing?  Winter gear is available as add-on option. Winter gear rental is 
provided on first come first save basis for customers booked on our tours. 
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 How many people in group?  Small group tour 2 - 13 participants and Medium sized group tour 14 - 
24 participants. Maximum number on each tour it all depends on bookings for each day. 

 Do I get refund if my flight is cancelled or delayed?  Unfortunately, no refunds for missed tour due 
to flight delay or cancellations. We recommend purchase of travel insurance that covers tours and 
activities in the event that flight get cancelled or delayed. 

 Can I request language translator on my tour?  Absolutely, most of our guides are multi-lingual. 
We will try our best to accommodate you on tour with guide who speaks language you have request. 
Please note minimum number of participants is required for tours guided in any other language other 
than English. Other tour guided languages are limited to Japanese, Korean, Chinese and Spanish. 

 Do you have guide who can help me adjust my camera?  All our tour guides are professionally 
trained to operate and take pictures with DSLR camera. On the tour our guide will assist you to set the 
best camera and tripod settings to capture aurora images. 

 What kind of vehicles do you use?  Our vehicle fleet we use include 7 passenger van, 15 passenger 
vans, 20 passenger minibus and 25 passenger coach. 

 Can I bring my pet with me?  Unfortunately, no pets allowed on our tours due to allergies, health and 
safety for other guest. However, guide dogs are maybe accepted on private tour. Upon booking notify 
the booking agent for private tour booking with service dog. Private tour rate applies to private tours. 

 Will I see wildlife on these tours? – You may. There is a chance of seeing wildlife on the tour and 
we often spot animals, however we do not guarantee seeing wildlife on any of our tours.  

 Wild Animals – Is it safe to approach wild animals? Is it safe to touch them if they behave 
friendly?  ABSOLUTELY NO.  Neither should you get out of your vehicle to photograph them even if they 
seem to be calm and even friendly. 

 Would I need a credit card to check-in at confirmed hotels, lodges, and inns? Yes.  Clients are 
required to present a Credit Card n their name at check-in.  Hotel will typically take an authorization on 
the credit card for between $500 and $750 per stay to cover room incidentals and any damage to 
property.  The authorization will auto-cancel within 72 hours of check-out less any incidentals or other 
charges relating to the room.   
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